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Abstract

This work describes an approach for model-
ing singing voice at scale by learning low-
dimensional vocal embeddings from large col-
lections of recorded music. We derive embed-
dings for different representations of the voice
with genre labels. We evaluate on both objec-
tive (ranked retrieval) and subjective (perceptual
evaluation) tasks. We conclude with a summary
of our ongoing effort to crowdsource vocal style
tags to refine our model.

1. Introduction
There are a vast range of vocal styles and timbral qualities
used in music. A singer’s voice may be raspy or clear; nat-
ural or heavily processed with audio effects; simple or have
a complex virtuosic style; rapping or singing lyrically; old
or young (Caffier et al., 2017).

Acoustic similarity models proposed in the literature have
proven to be a useful tool for music retrieval and recom-
mendation at commercial scale. For instance, a system sim-
ilar to the one described in (Van den Oord et al., 2013) is
in use at Spotify in popular features that affect millions of
users. These approaches, for the most part, focus on mod-
eling the overall acoustic similarity between tracks. The
problem of measuring similarity along specific, perceptu-
ally salient components of music – such as the properties
of a singing voice – has received considerably less atten-
tion, especially in the context of large-scale retrieval.

1Spotify Inc.. Correspondence to: Aparna Ku-
mar <aparna@spotify.com>, Rachel Bittner <rachelbit-
tner@spotify.com>.
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2. Related Work
Early work on modeling timbre similarity between singers
represented the voice in various ways, including source-
filtering (Kim & Whitman, 2002; Nakano et al., 2014;
Fujihara et al., 2010). This focused the models on vocal
characteristics. These works used limited data and quanti-
fied performance by measuring artist retrieval. Other stud-
ies have measured overall timbral similarity between full
tracks (Pachet & Aucouturier, 2004; Logan, 2005). More
recently, deep neural network-based approaches (Van den
Oord et al., 2013) leveraged user data, in the form of collab-
orative filtering vectors as a learning objective and a proxy
for similarity.

Some methods have captured pitch contour to differentiate
musical genres of Flamenco singing (Salamon et al., 2012)
or a large collection of global folk music (Panteli et al.,
2017). To our knowledge, the latter work is the only other
study to model singing voice at scale.

In speech recognition, (Li et al., 2017) trained an embed-
ding model to capture similarity between different speak-
ers. Speaker clustering, identification and verification is re-
lated to our work with the exceptions: (1) typical speech
recordings involve a single speaker with limited back-
ground noise, while in music many other sound sources (in-
struments, voices) occur simultaneously with the primary
voice; and (2) the range of typical variations in spoken
voice is much smaller than that of the singing voice.

3. Method
Our goal is to produce an acoustic model of vocal simi-
larity that can be applied at scale, and generalized to new
inputs. Vocal style labels are difficult to obtain at scale,
and thus we leverage curated genre labels as a proxy. We
note that genre classification as a task is known to be fun-
damentally flawed (Sturm, 2013), and we stress that our
goal is not to build a genre classifier, but rather exploit
the correlations between genre labels and singing charac-
teristics (Potter, 2006; Thalén & Sundberg, 2001; Pachet &
Cazaly, 2000). To this end, a convolutional neural network
is trained to predict genre labels; we then treat the dense
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representation in the penultimate layer to be our vocal style
embedding.

We consider 5 input representations which are decomposi-
tions of the full mix : (1) mel spectrograms of full mixture,
(2) mel spectrograms of source separated vocals, (3) and in-
strumentals (Jansson et al., 2017), (4) vocal pitch salience
map with harmonics (H-VPSMs) and (5) VPSM (Bittner
et al., 2017). Representations (2), (4), and (5) are specifi-
cally trained to isolate characteristics of the signal related
to voice, while (1) and (3) contain non-vocal information.

We consider a dataset of 10,000 tracks from Spotify, sam-
pled to be evenly distributed among 10 expert-labeled gen-
res and 100 artists, resulting in a set of 20 tracks per artist
and 2000 tracks per genre. Half of this dataset, partitioned
by artists, is used to train the model, and the remaining
half for analysis of the embeddings below. The dataset
was assembled to contain a wide array of popular genres,
with some genres being closely related. We expect such a
dataset will help us assess the granularities captured in each
embedding.

4. Results
4.1. Model performance and evaluation

We train models using each input representation to predict
10 genres, and in each case the performance was at least
4 times better than random. We hypothesize that the vocal
information in each embedding varies based on the input
voice representation. We highlight this as an area for future
investigation.

Artist retrieval is used in MIR to evaluate vocal similarity.
In a pure artist retrieval setting, each of our embeddings
performs at least 10 times better than random.

Next, we investigate cases where artists had low retrieval
scores. By collecting and analyzing crowdsourced judg-
ments we show that some artists’ tracks appear next to dif-
ferent artists, and in these cases they share common singing
styles. We conclude artist retrieval scores can be mislead-
ing for evaluating vocal style similarity.

4.2. Crowdsourcing for vocal tags

One way to refine our embeddings is to train with labels
that explicitly describe singing. As this data is not read-
ily available, we used crowdsourcing to collect vocal style
annotations for the 10K training dataset.

To begin, we measured how consistently we could recover
annotations for different vocal style tags on a small set of
tracks. Annotations were collected as pairwise judgments
by asking, ”Which singer’s voice sounds more <tag >,

track A or B?” These judgments were used to perform pair-
wise rank aggregation. We selected two styles that returned
the greatest rank consistency across 3 experiments: ”rhyth-
mic talking” and ”natural”. Next, to collect annotations for
the 10K dataset we used an active learning model by (Chen
et al., 2013) which allowed us to collect a fraction of the
data needed to effectively perform pairwise rank aggrega-
tion at scale. Using this setup we were able to rank 10K
tracks by the vocal style tags.

The next steps for this work include training models against
these labels, and collecting new labels for vocal styles that
are not correlated with the three current tags.

5. Future work
In future iterations we will increase the number of tracks,
genres and the vocal tags in our dataset to obtain more gen-
eralizable results. We will investigate how input represen-
tations can affect similarity models. Finally, we will assess
the impact that measuring vocal style similarity can have
on search, recommendations and other music features.

Additional details about this work are available in the
slides, available at this link: goo.gl/6LuaAt.
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